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15th of September 2018 – 15th of October 2018 

BBSPA Monthly Bulletin 

Summary 

Oil and Gas Prices 

Spot Prices: Between 15th  September 2018 and 15th  October 2018 US WTI spot crude oil 

price fluctuated  around  $72/bbl. Henry Hub spot gas price fluctuated around $121/1000 cbm 

(GCV at 0C). In Europe, at Central European Gas Hub, the average day ahead gas price was 

$360/1000 cbm (€27.7/Mwh, ECB average exchange rate) 

Bulgarian energy regulator decided to raise wholesale natural gas prices by 13.89% for Q4 

2018. Utility prices are a politically sensitive topic in Bulgaria because they make up a large 

portion of monthly household expenses. 

Turkey: Botaş has raised natural gas prices by 9% for residential users and by 18.5% for 

industrial users. This was the third hike in natural gas prices in the last three months. 

Electricity Prices 

Greece: PPC is planning to impose a CO2 levy on household power rates, as is already the 

case in medium- and high-voltage rates. The plan concerns an automatic increase in the rates 

if the average carbon price of the previous four-month period climbs higher, and a reduction if 

it falls. The price of carbon emissions has exceeded 20 euros per ton, against just 5 euros/ton 

early in 2018. 

Oil and Gas Production, Supply, Transit, Demand and Trade 

EU: European gas traded on exchanges and in OTC markets declined by 2% last year. 

Egypt announced it had become self-sufficient in gas due to a six-fold increase in production 

at its own giant Zohr gas field. Egypt also has idle liquefaction plants that allow it to export any 

of its own surplus gas or re-export gas piped in from Israel or elsewhere in the region. For 

Israel, using existing infrastructure to export via Egypt saves it the cost of building its own 

facilities. 

Turkey: Socar’s 10 mt/y Star refinery in Turkey is about to be opened. The refinery will 

significantly reduce import of diesel, LPG and jet fuel to Turkey. 
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Romania: Prospex started gas production from the Bainet gas field in northeastern Romania at 

depth of 600m. 

Ukraine: The gas talks between Russia, EU and Ukraine continued to focus on the 

implementation of European laws in gas transit and supply. *Naftogaz Ukrainy has created 

three gas supply subsidiaries. Gas Supply Company (GSC) Naftogaz of Ukraine will supply 

gas to households, GSC Naftogaz Heat will deliver gas to local heat suppliers, and GSC 

Naftogaz Trading will deliver it to commercial customers. *Gas transit through Ukraine’s 

transmission system fell by around 7% year on year in January-September 2018. 

Poland: PGNiG and Venture Global has signed 20-year sales and purchase agreements  

under which the former will receive U.S.-sourced liquefied natural gas for domestic customers 

or for resale. The LNG price is based on the American Henry Hub index along with liquefaction 

costs. PGNiG will purchase 2 million tons per year and will freely decide on the LNG 

destination. 

Russia: Russian gas exports to Europe have increased by 6-7% per year. Russia has 

increased its gas exports due to consumption increase and production decline in the EU. 

Electricity Production, Consumption and Trade 

Greek Environmental group ClientEarth with the Greek branches of Greenpeace and the 

World Wildlife Fund (WWF) initiated legal actions against extending the permits until 2028 of 

coal-fired power plants: for the existing Meliti I plant and the adjacent Meliti II plant, which has 

yet to be built, because Greece had failed to comply with Greek and European Union laws 

when renewing the permits. 

Bulgarian Energy Exchange will be inspected because of recent complaints about major 

changes in the price of electricity, particularly in the short-term segment. The energy regulator 

will decide whether to open an investigation. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina: The Energy Community urged a Bosnian regional parliament not to 

approve a government guarantee for a China Exim Bank loan that is designed to help power 

utility EPBiH add a new unit at its Tuzla coal-fired power plant. The Balkans are increasingly 

turning to China for funding as the European Union, the World Bank and other institutions cut 

back on financing coal-based projects. 

Poland: Enea announced that will go ahead with plans to build the 1 GW Ostrołęka C coal-

fired power plant in Poland despite higher CO2 prices. 

Legal and Regulatory Framework 

Romania: Transgaz has submitted its proposed commitments made as a result of the anti-trust 

investigation of the European Commission for hindering free flow of gas from Romania 

towards Hungary and Bulgaria. The commitments plans auctioning at RBP of 0.75 Bcm/y firm 

capacities on the Romania-Hungary border, 1.5 Bcm/y firm capacity at Giurgiu on Bulgaria-

Romania border and 1.8 Bcm/y firm capacity for onshore gas at Negru Voda on Bulgaria-

Romania border. Cross border capacity booking tariffs will be non-discriminatory and the same 

as on the Romanian domestic network. All capacity auctions will start to be implemented in 
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2019. Transgaz will build the needed compressor stations and pipeline sections as well 

reinforce the domestic transmission network in order to meet the commitments. The gas 

export at Negru Voda to Bulgaria will be done on the transit line, which brings Russian gas to 

Bulgaria. This transit line will be connected with the domestic network of Transgaz at Isaccea 

at the area of the border between Romania and Ukraine. Transgaz will increase the pressure 

at Negru Voda when there will be no gas coming from Ukraine and keep it lower when there 

will be gas coming from Ukraine. 

Romanian parliament adopted amendments to the offshore draft bill, according to which 

investments made before and after the bill comes into force will be deducted from taxes. The 

current royalties are to be applied for the petroleum output in the Black Sea and during the 

entire period of the oil agreements, the royalties’ regime and the tax regime will not be 

changed. *`amendments to the Romanian petroleum offshore law, which were in favour of 

investors and adopted by the Romanian senate failed to pass through the chamber of 

deputies. The ruling Social democratic party in the last moment proposed significant changes 

not in favour of investors, which were not accepted by the coalition partner and the opposition. 

The law could secure a majority support and was returned for further discussions in the 

parliamentary committees. 

Ukraine’s parliament passed a new gas market bill aimed at bringing its regulations in line with 

the EU’s Third Energy Package. 

Upstream  

Cyprus has invited Total, Eni and ExxonMobil to make bids to explore block 7, adjacent to 

block 6 where Eni made its Calypso 1 gas discovery.  

Greece: Greenpeace in Greece recently addressed the Greek prime minister with a position 

against exploration for oil and gas in Greece. 

Turkey: Offshore driller Rowan Companies has been awarded a two-well contract in the 

Mediterranean Sea by Turkish Petroleum. 

Albania’s national agency of natural resources is inviting bids for a contract for oil exploration 

in block 5. 

Ukraine: Naftogaz is looking to increase domestic production by negotiating with big 

international oil and gas companies for potential partnership agreements to develop gas fields 

in Ukraine. 

Pipelines Projects and Supply Options 

Cyprus-Egypt Gas Pipeline: Cyprus has signed an intergovernmental agreement with Egypt 

for the construction of a subsea natural gas pipeline which will carry gas from Cyprus’ 

Aphrodite offshore field to Egypt. 

Israel-Egypt Gas Pipeline: Noble, Delek and Egyptian East Gas Co will buy 39% stake in EMG 

pipeline connecting Israel with Egypt in order to export gas from Leviathan and Tamar gas 

fields to Egypt - a $15 billion deal for 64 bcm over the next 10 years. 
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Turkish Stream 2: Russia’s Energy Minister has agreed with Edison and DEPA to continue 

work on a pipeline project to ship Russian natural gas into Europe. *Russian energy minister 

said that Gazprom is considering two options for the Turkish Stream 2 pipeline – through 

Greece and through Bulgaria, but the second option is with a priority status. 

Thessaloniki-Skopje Oil and Gas Pipelines: The resumption of operations of the oil and fuel 

pipeline linking the Hellenic Petroleum (HELPE) refinery in Thessaloniki with that of OKTA, 

HELPE’s subsidiary in Skopje was recently discussed together with building a new gas 

interconnection linking the two countries. 

Krk LNG Terminal: LNG Croatia extended the deadline for submitting binding bids for use of 

capacity on the planned LNG terminal to 20th of December from the previous date September 

28th. *LNG Croatia opened a tender for an EPC contractor of a jetty with the auxiliary facilities 

and connecting high-pressure gas pipeline for the import LNG terminal. 

Eastring gas pipeline project study was finalized and it outlined the route of the bi-directional 

pipeline from the Slovak-Hungarian border to the Bulgarian-Turkish border. 

Eugal, the onshore extension of Nord Stream 2, received a second permit for construction 

from the Saxony authorities. The permit gives Gascade permission to start construction on the 

54 km section in southern Saxony. Work is expected to begin next week. 

Companies 

ExxonMobil recently confirmed that it is at the final stages of preparation for the two 

exploratory drills in Block 10, located southwest of Cyprus. The drills are planned for the last 

quarter of the year. 

Noble Energy sold its 43.5% stake in Israel’s Tamar Petroleum. 

Novatek will gradually move from oil-indexed pricing for its LNG to hub linkages. 

OMV said it had agreed to buy Siberian gas assets from Gazprom instead of swapping them 

for some of its own assets, giving in to opposition from Norway to the initial plans. *OMV and 

Schlumberger signed a MoU for developing OMV upstream digital strategy. 

OMV Petrom has agreed to transfer the licenses of nine Romanian onshore oil and gas fields 

to Mazarine Energy Romania. The nine fields are part of the second package of fields to be 

divested and represent less than 1% of OMV Petrom’s current production. 

Shell gave up buying shares in KazMunayGas after a due diligence process. *Shell signed a 

framework agreement for a joint design concept for the Baltic LNG project with Gazprom. 

Valeura Energy started to drill a deep appraisal well on its Basin Centered Gas Accumulation 

play in Turkey, which will end with fracture stimulation and testing. 

Latvian gas TSO was certified as an independent gas TSO under the condition that by 2020 it 

will not be possible for Gazprom to exercise control over the company. Gazprom currently 

holds shares in both the gas supplier and the transmission operator of Latvia. 
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EU 

 

Gas Exchange 

European gas traded on exchanges and in OTC markets declined by 2% last year. 

Source: Natural Gas World 
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Albania 

 

Upstream Activities 

Albania’s national agency of natural resources (AKBN) said it is inviting bids for a contract for 

oil exploration in block 5 in the southwestern part of the country. 

All applications must be submitted to AKBN no later than November 7, the agency said in a 

statement earlier this week. 

The duration of the exploration period is up to five years, divided in three phases, and can be 

extended up to seven years, AKBN added. 

In case of a commercial discovery, the period for development and production of the area shall 

be 25 years and can be further extended, the statement noted. 

In February, Albania's ministry of energy and infrastructure signed an oil exploration 

agreement with Shell Upstream Albania, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Royal Dutch Shell, for 

block 4 in the southern Albanian mountain of Shpirag. 

Shell will invest an estimated $42.5 million (37 million euro) over seven years in the search for 

new oil deposits, the ministry said at the time. 

Albania has oil reserves of 220 million barrels and natural gas reserves of 5.7 billion cubic 

metres. The Patos-Marinza oilfield near the southwestern city of Fier is the largest onshore 

field in continental Europe. 

Source: Seenews 
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Bulgaria 

 

Gas Price 

Bulgaria will raise wholesale natural gas prices by 13.89 percent from October 1 to reflect 

higher prices on international markets, the Balkan country’s energy regulator said on Friday. 

The State Commission for Energy and Water Regulation said in a statement it had set gas 

prices at 456.65 levs ($270.59) per 1,000 cubic metres for the fourth quarter of 2018. 

Bulgaria gets almost all its natural gas supplies from Russia’s Gazprom under an oil-indexed 

contract. 

Regulations require the gas wholesaler, state-owned Bulgargaz, to set the gas price quarterly, 

based on its contract with Gazprom, and the energy regulator takes the final decision. 

Utility prices are a politically sensitive topic in the European Union’s poorest country because 

they make up a large portion of monthly household expenses. High electricity bills sparked 

nationwide street protests in 2013 which toppled the government of prime minister Boyko 

Borissov. 

The double-digit hike in gas prices prompted heavy criticism from local employers and 

industrialists. 

Analysts said the increase would hurt gas-dependent Bulgarian industries, weighing on their 

competitiveness, and translate into higher bills for hot water and heating for households. 

New hot water and heating prices - expected to increase by up to 9 percent — will be 

announced next week.  

Source: Reuters 

 

Energy Exchange 

IBEX (Independent Bulgarian Energy Exchange) will be inspected because of recent 

complaints about major changes in the price of electricity, particularly in the short-term 

segment, Energy and Water Regulatory Commission Chair Ivan Ivanov told reporters, quoted 

by Focus News Agency. One of the complaints came from an employer association, which 

asked the regulator to check for any violation of the rules, Ivanov said. The commission is 

indeed starting a preliminary investigation, he announced. The working group has 3 months to 

present its report, based on which the regulator will decide whether to open an investigation. 

The working group will examine any market manipulation or attempted manipulation as well as 

insider trading. 

Source: Novinite.com 
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Bosnia and Herzegovina 

 

Coal Fired Plants 

The EU’s energy watchdog urged a Bosnian regional parliament on Thursday (27 September) 

not to approve a government guarantee for a China Exim Bank loan that is designed to help 

power utility EPBiH add a new unit at its Tuzla coal-fired power plant. 

The guarantee covers 85% of the total value of the contract signed last November for the 

largest investment in Bosnia’s postwar energy infrastructure. EPBiH’s shareholders gave it the 

go-ahead this month but it must still be approved by the parliament of the autonomous 

Bosniak-Croat Federation. 

The Energy Community, an international body established by the EU and eight aspiring 

member states to extend the bloc’s energy policy to would-be members, said the guarantee 

may constitute illegal state aid and that the vote should be put on hold until the case has been 

properly investigated. 

“Such approval could lead to lengthy and costly recovery procedures. Besides, the (Energy 

Community) Secretariat may have to open infringement procedures against Bosnia and 

Herzegovina,” its head Janez Kopac said in a letter to lawmakers made available to Reuters. 

The move follows a complaint from environmentalist groups opposed to the project. They 

accused the government of the Bosniak-Croat Federation of trying to rush the deal through the 

parliament before national and regional elections in Bosnia on 7 October. 

They argued that under the Energy Community Treaty, Bosnia must follow EU rules on 

subsidies in the energy sector. 

“Among other things, in most cases state guarantees may only cover a maximum 80% of the 

total loan amount,” they said in the complaint. 

The Balkans are increasingly turning to China for funding as the European Union, the World 

Bank and other institutions cut back on financing coal-based projects. 

Source: Interfax 
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Croatia 

 

Krk LNG Terminal 

The deadline for submitting binding bids for use of capacity on a planned LNG terminal on the 

Croatian island of Krk has been extended to 20 December from the previous 28 September, 

state-owned developer LNG Croatia said on Thursday. 

The company said it had worked with Croatia’s Plinacro and Hungarian transmission system 

operator FGSZ to set a new schedule for the open season procedure after prospective users 

asked for an extension to the deadline. 

Source: Interfax 
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Cyprus 

 

Upstream Activities 

Cyprus has invited bids to explore Block 7, which lies in the part of its exclusive economic 

zone (EEZ) claimed by Turkey. The move has drawn Ankara’s ire, but Turkish warships are 

unlikely to be deployed to the area again. 

Block 7 lies adjacent to Block 6, where Eni made its Calypso 1 lean gas discovery in February. 

Cyprus’s cabinet decided to invite bids on Wednesday because of “very specific geological 

reasons” relating to the Calypso find. 

Cyprus has invited Total, Eni and ExxonMobil to make. 

Only companies that have received licences to explore offshore Cyprus are eligible to bid. 

IOCs have one month to prepare their submissions.  

Sources: Interfax 

 

ExxonMobil 

ExxonMobil is aware of the particular geopolitical situation in the region of Cyprus 

, Tristan Aspray, the company’s vice-president for Exploration in Europe, Russia and the 

Caspian, said during an investment forum hosted by the Cyprus Investment Promotion Agency 

at Bloomberg's European headquarters in London on Friday. 

Asked about Turkey’s threats towards Cyprus for the planned drilling by an Exxonmobil-led 

consortium this autumn, Aspray said existing problems are a matter to be resolved by the 

governments in question. 

“We are happy to be in Cyprus,” he said, adding his company is at the final stages of 

preparation for the two exploratory drills in Block 10, located southwest of the island. 

Asked by Greek broadcaster SKAI when drills will start, he reiterated that they are planned for 

the last quarter of the year, but didn’t provide a specific date. 

Turkey has repeatedly warned it would stop international oil companies from drilling for gas in 

Cyprus’ exclusive economic zone, claiming it should receive a share of any potentially 

lucrative findings. 

Source: Ekathimerini 
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Egypt 

 

Gas Export 

Egypt will begin importing natural gas from Israel under a $15 billion deal as early as March if 

an undersea pipeline connecting the Mediterranean neighbors is found to be in good 

condition, moving the country closer to its goal of becoming an energy-exporting hub. 

Mohammed Shoeib, chief executive officer of East Gas Co., a major Egyptian partner in the 

pipeline, said supplies would begin at 100 million standard cubic feet of gas per day in the first 

quarter of 2019 and gradually rise to a maximum of 700 million scf a day. 

Egypt announced at the end of last month it had once more become self-sufficient in gas due 

to a six-fold increase in production at its own giant Zohr gas field. Egypt also has idle 

liquefaction plants that allow it to export any of its own surplus gas or re-export gas piped in 

from Israel or elsewhere in the region. For Israel, using existing infrastructure to export via 

Egypt saves it the cost of building its own facilities. 

“It’s a win-win situation,” Shoeib said. “It also sends the message to international investors that 

Egypt is able to settle disputes and create a good investment climate.” 

Source: Rigzone 
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Greece 

 

Electricity Prices 

Households’ electricity rates may be about to rise again. According to Energy Minister Giorgos 

Stathakis, the major increase in the price of carbon emissions places a great burden on Public 

Power Corporation (PPC) that needs to be shared. 

According to sources, the scenario which PPC is examining provides for the imposition of a 

CO2 levy on household power rates too, as is already the case in medium- and high-voltage 

rates. 

The plan concerns an automatic increase in the rates if the average carbon price of the 

previous four-month period climbs higher, and a reduction if it falls. Stathakis says the 

calculations will be made after the annual financial results of PPC are issued in March. 

The price of carbon emissions has exceeded 20 euros per ton, against just 5 euros/ton early in 

2018. 

Source: Ekathimerini 

 

Power Producers 

Environmental campaign group ClientEarth has launched a legal challenge seeking to revoke 

a permit for two coal-fired power plants in Greece, one of which has yet to be built, it said on 

Monday. 

ClientEarth said it launched the action with the Greek branches of Greenpeace and the World 

Wildlife Fund (WWF) because Greece had failed to comply with Greek and European Union 

laws when renewing the permit. 

«Greece’s power plants have an abysmal track record of shaky permitting, which consistently 

fails to protect its citizens and the environment from the harmful effects of burning lignite», 

ClientEarth lawyer Eleni Diamantopoulou said in a statement. 

Greece is heavily reliant on coal and has extended until 2028 the permit for the existing Meliti I 

plant and the adjacent Meliti II plant, which has yet to be built, ClientEarth said. 

The group says Greece did not carry out an environmental impact assessment (EIA) on the 

plants’ impact on health, the environment and the climate, breaching EU and Greek laws. 

«Once Meliti II is constructed, it will only amplify these effects currently intoxicating the 

region,» Diamantopoulou said. 

The Greek energy ministry did not immediately respond to a request for comment. 
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Public Power Corp. (PPC), majority-owned by the state, agreed to sell Meliti I and the licence 

to build Meliti II under the country’s final international bailout, which ended in August. 

After a European court ruling saying PPC had abused its dominant position in the coal market, 

PPC shortlisted six investors interested in the Meliti plants, as well as another two it is selling 

in southern Greece. It expects binding bids in early November. 

Greece has signed the Paris climate pact which targets a cut of at least 40 percent in carbon 

dioxide (CO2) emissions by 2030. Energy Minister George Stathakis told Greek radio on 

Monday the government would publish next month its national energy plan in which coal’s 

share in the energy mix would gradually drop. 

PPC has said Greece will depend on coal-fired power for at least another 15 to 20 years until 

the country has well-established renewable energy sources.  

Source: Ekathimerini 

 

Greenpeace 

The head of the Greek chapter of Greenpeace, Nikos Charalambides, has written to Prime 

Minister Alexis Tsipras ahead of the latter’s scheduled talks with Cypriot and Egyptian leaders 

aimed at broadening trilateral cooperation in hydrocarbon exploration.  

Attaching a recent report on the risks posed by climate change, Charalambides asked Tsipras 

to undertake initiatives to protect the Mediterranean from its repercussions including rising 

temperatures, drought and a greater risk of forest fires. 

“Independence from fossil fuels, renewable energy sources, the protection of forest and 

marine ecosystems and infrastructure, smart networks and energy-saving programs are some 

of the common actions and initiatives you can undertake,” he wrote. 

Further exploration for hydrocarbon reserves would be “extremely dangerous” for both the 

economy and society, he wrote.  

Source: Ekathimerini 
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Latvia 

 

Conexus 

The Latvian Public Utilities Commission (LPUC) has certified Conexus Baltic Grid (Conexus) 

as an independent natural gas transmission and storage system operator. 

At the same time, LPUC concluded that the company meets the certification requirements only 

partly, therefore the certification comes on conditions that should be met by 2020. 

By January 1, 2020, Conexus should make sure that Gazprom does not have ways to 

implement direct or indirect control over Conexus. Also, by January 1, 2020, Conexus has to 

preven the risks of conflict of interests posed by Marguerite Gas I and Marguerite Gas II 

participation in both Conexus and Latvijas Gaze. Conexus every two months will have to 

report to LPUC on progress in these matters and the planned steps. 

LPUC said that the European Commission has also approved of LPUC decision, saying that 

Russian gas company Gazprom, which is a shareholder of both Latvijas Gaze gas utility and 

Conexus, might potentially exercise direct or indirect control over Conexus.  

Source: Conexus 
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Poland 

 

Gas Supply 

Polish Oil and Gas Co. (PGNiG) and Venture Global has signed 20-year sales and purchase 

agreements  under which the former will receive U.S.-sourced liquefied natural gas (LNG) for 

domestic customers or for resale, Venture Global reported Wednesday. 

“These are the first long-term contracts for purchase of LNG from the U.S. announced in 

Central Europe,” Maciej Woźniak, vice president of PGNiG’s management board for trade, 

said in a written statement emailed to Rigzone. “The contract conditions in the USA are very 

attractive. The LNG price is based on the American Henry Hub index along with liquefaction 

costs.” 

The agreements will enable PGNiG to purchase LNG on a free on board (FOB) basis when 

commercial operations begin at the two LNG export facilities Venture Global is developing in 

South Louisiana, Venture Global stated. The company’s Calcasieu Pass LNG facility near 

Lake Charles is slated to start commercial operations in 2022 and its Plaquemines LNG 

project near New Orleans the following year, the company added. 

Under the deals, PGNiG will purchase 2 million tons per annum (mtpa) of LNG – 1 mtpa from 

each facility – for two decades. Venture Global stated the FOB arrangement means that it, as 

the seller, will deliver LNG to a tanker ship at the loading port and that the purchaser PGNiG 

will freely dispose of the load – including decide on the cargo destination. 

“Recently signed contracts are a milestone towards building PGNiG’s position in the global 

liquefied natural gas market,” noted Piotr Woźniak, president of PGNiG’s management board. 

“Thanks to the FOB formula, we will be able to decide, independently and based on our needs 

at a given time, whether the purchased LNG load should be directed to Poland or be used for 

further trading through our London office.” 

The 2 mtpa of LNG amounts to roughly 2.7 billion cubic meters of natural gas after 

regasification, Venture Global stated. Based on vessel capacity, that equates to more than 25 

cargoes a year, the company added. 

“We are honored to become a partner of both Poland and of PGNiG, one of Europe’s most 

important international oil and gas companies,” Venture Global LNG co-CEOs Mike Sabel and 

Bob Pender jointly stated. “We are greatly looking forward developing a long-term supply 

relationship with PGNiG, who will be joining our existing, high quality partners: Shell, Edison 

SpA, Galp, BP and Repsol.” 

Source: Rigzone 
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Power Producers 

Poland is going ahead with plans to build a new 1 GW coal-fired plant despite higher CO2 

prices and the EU’s clampdown on national capacity payments. 

Promoters of gas and renewables in Poland were presented with a setback this week, as 

Poznań-based utility Enea announced it will go ahead with building the 1 GW Ostrołęka C 

coal-fired power plant in the northeast of the country. The FID comes as prices for carbon 

allowances have tripled since last year and as the EU institutions increase pressure for 

national subsidies for coal-fired plants to be phased out. 

Source: Interfax 
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Romania 

 

Offshore Petroleum Law 

The Senate plenary has adopted on Monday the offshore draft bill with the amendments 

proposed on the same day by the PSD and ALDE representatives in the parliamentary 

committees. 

The draft law was adopted with 81 votes for, 9 against and 15 abstentions. The draft will 

further on reach the Chamber of Deputies, the decisional chamber. 

One of the most important amendments reads that the current royalties are to be applied for 

the petroleum output in the Black Sea. Another amendment reads that, during the entire 

period of oil agreements, decades ahead, the royalties’ regime and the tax regime will not be 

changed. Investments made before and after the bill comes into force will be deducted. 

The reporting commissions – on economy and energy – have determined that the investor can 

deduct a maximum of 60% of the additional income from the investment made. 

The bill sets out some measures necessary for the implementation of petroleum exploration, 

development, exploitation and abandonment oil exploration operations, as well as oil 

exploration of wells carried out by petroleum agreement holders on offshore oil perimeters, in 

accordance with the provisions of the oil agreements concluded between the holders and the 

National Agency for Mineral Resources (ANMR). 

PMP Senator Traian Basescu argued that the bill is the result of ‘personal negotiations’ 

between PSD chairman, Liviu Dragnea, with the managers of investing companies. Basescu 

announced that the draft bill will be challenged by the opposition to the Constitutional Court. 

The document was sent to parliament by President Klaus Iohannis for review. 

The Presidency informed in a press release on August 2 that the exploitation of the oil and 

natural gas resources in the offshore areas in the Black Sea basin ‘has a particular importance 

for Romania, from the perspective of developing the internal market, of the beneficial 

contribution to the economy’s prosperity and of the Romanian citizens, but also in the light of 

enhancing the regional energy security.’ 

“In this regard, an efficient and sustainable legislative framework is needed, to be able to 

ensure a fair distribution of the benefits between the state and the investors, which should 

contribute to the development of a long term partnership between the two sides, as well as to 

the enhancement of the confidence in the national economy’s perspectives”, the Presidential 

Administration said at the time. 

The Presidency argued that for these reasons, the law must be re-examined by the lawmakers 

“in the view of stability and long term predictability of the legal framework enforceable to this 

sector and to avoid potential negative effects.” 
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The Presidency also considered that the law should comprise clear provisions to enable state-

investors partnership and so that the Romanian economy should benefit from the natural 

resources’ exploitation in the Black Sea area over long term. 

US Energy Secretary, Rick Perry, requested the Romanian Ambassador in Washington D.C., 

George Maior, that the Romanian authorities assure the concordance between the offshore bill 

and the annex which includes the calculations for expenditure deduction. 

……………… 

Romania’s Chamber of Deputies decided on Wednesday, October 3, to postpone a vote on 

the offshore law and allow further discussions in the specialty committees, local Profit.ro 

reported. 

It is for the first time since the current governing coalition came to power when the Social 

Democratic Party (PSD) couldn’t secure a majority in the Parliament to pass an important law, 

in which PSD leader Liviu Dragnea has been directly involved. 

In fact, the PSD once again came with significant last-minute changes to the law, making it 

less favorable for investors than the form adopted by the Senate last week. The amendments 

were passed by the industry, finance and administration joint committees on Tuesday without 

a real debate, despite protests from opposition parties and junior coalition partners ALDE, 

which didn’t agree to PSD’s proposals and said they wouldn’t’ vote them. 

PSD leader Liviu Dragnea was counting on the Hungarian Democratic Union (UDMR) to pass 

the law through the Chamber as UDMR representatives in the committees voted in favor of 

PSD’s amendments on Tuesday. However, on Wednesday, UDMR leader Kelemen Hunor 

asked that the law be sent back to the committees for further debate, saying that his party 

wanted explanations and long-term projections to understand the significant changes PSD 

proposed to the form adopted by the Senate. 

Liviu Dragnea said on Wednesday evening that his party accepted to have more discussions 

on the law as it lacked the majority to pass it. He added that PSD would maintain its position 

and that the debate should be transparent. 

Senate president and ALDE leader Calin Popescu-Tariceanu said his party’s MPs refused to 

vote on PSDs changes to the offshore law because procedure wasn’t followed not because 

they disagreed with the content. However, ALDE’s representatives were also unhappy after 

the law was voted first, in July, when PSD made last-minute changes in the Chamber of 

Deputies and increased taxation for offshore gas operations and obliged investors to sell half 

of their production on the Romanian market. 

The offshore law has the highest business stake of all bills the current ruling coalition has 

passed so far. The value of the estimated gas production in the Romanian Black Sea until 

2040 is between EUR 38 billion and EUR 74 billion, considering a total output of 170 billion 

cubic meters of gas (according to Deloitte) and a sale price of between RON 100 and RON 

190 per MWh (EUR 228 to EUR 433 per 1,000 cubic meters). The offshore law will decide 

how this money will be split between the state and the investors. PSD aims to get higher tax 
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revenues from the Black Sea gas while investors have been asking for a tax framework that 

stimulates investments and long-term stability. 

An organization representing the investors, ARCOMN, said the changes proposed by PSD on 

Tuesday make it impossible for investors to make their final decisions on investing in the Black 

Sea. The investors include U.S. groups Exxon and Carlyle, Austrian group OMV, through its 

Romanian subsidiary OMV Petrom, and Russian group Lukoil. 

U.S. officials have been urging the Romanian authorities to finalize the offshore legislation. 

The European Union and Hungary, in particular, are also interested in Romania’s Black Sea 

gas, which could contribute to reducing the EU’s dependence on Russian gas. 

Sources: The Romania Journal, Romania-insider.ro 

 

Prospex 

UK-based Prospex Oil and Gas said on Monday that it has started gas production from the 

Bainet gas field in the exploration area of the EIV-1 Suceava concession in northeastern 

Romania.  

Gas from the field is sold into the national grid run by Transgaz at the Romanian market prices 

of some 6 euro per 1,000 cubic feet, Prospex said in a press release. 

"The commencement of first gas production in Romania is a milestone event, which 

transforms Prospex into a revenue generative investment company. With multiple similar 

prospects already identified on the licence, each of which can be explored and developed at 

relatively low cost, Suceava represents an excellent, low risk opportunity to scale up our 

revenues," Prospex non-executive chairman Bill Smith said. 

Bainet, which was drilled in November 2017, has been connected to the Bilca gas processing 

plant via a 2.2 km flow line tie back to the existing production infrastructure. The well was 

drilled to a total depth of 600 m. 

Bainet was the first ready-to-drill prospect out of the multiple prospects and leads identified on 

the concession. The remaining prospects continue to represent relatively low cost 

opportunities to further increase production at Suceava and are currently being evaluated for 

exploration and potential development, the company said. 

Prospex Oil and Gas is focused on high impact onshore and shallow offshore European 

opportunities with short timelines to production. The company's management acquires 

undervalued projects with multiple, tangible value trigger points that can be realised within 12 

months of acquisition and then applying low cost re-evaluation techniques to identify and de-

risk prospects. 

Source: Seenews.com 
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Transgaz 

Stakeholders have until the end of October to decide whether a set of proposals put forward 

by Romania’s TSO go far enough in addressing competition concerns raised by Brussels 

The European Commission has given market players in Romania and neighbouring countries 

just over four weeks to respond to a set of commitments put forward by Romanian 

transmission system operator (TSO) Transgaz. The pledges aim to address concerns over 

limited gas exports from Romania to neighbouring countries, particularly Bulgaria and 

Hungary. 

The commission opened an antitrust investigation into Transgaz on 1 June, one year after it 

raided the offices of several Romanian energy companies. 

………….. 

Commitments by Transgaz  

A. Infrastructure work to be commissioned by Transgaz 

To enable the minimum firm export capacities described under Section III "Commitments", 

Transgaz shall achieve, in particular, the following: 

Hungary (Csanádpa/ota interconnection point) 

Building a gas compressor station at Jupa (at the latest 1 January 2019);  Commissioning a 

new pipeline between Jupa and Recaş (at the latest 30 April 2019); 

Revamping some existing infrastructure and commissioning a couple of new segments of 

pipelines between Jupa and Băcia (at the latest 30 April 2019). 

Bulgaria (Giurgiu interconnection point): 

Commissioning a gas compressor station at Podişor (at the latest 1 July 2019). 

Bulgaria (Negru Voda 1/Kardam interconnection point; connection NTS/T1) 

Commissioning a connection between the NTS and T1 at the Gas Metering Station located 

in Isaccea, Tulcea county (at the latest 1 January 2019); 

Rehabilitating the Dn 800 mm Cosmeşti- Oneşti pipeline, across Bacău, Vrancea and Galaţi 

counties (at the latest 1 January 2019); 

Installing and commissioning a new gas turbine compressor in the station Siliştea 

(Brăila county), and modernizing the Siliştea Technological Node (at the latest 31 

December 2019); 
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Installing and commissioning a new gas turbine compressor in the station Oneşti 

(Bacău county), and modernizing the Oneşti Technological Node (at the latest 31 

December 2019);  

and Modernizing the Technological Node Şendreni, Brăila county (at the latest 31 

December 2019). 

II. Further explanation on exit pressure available at each interconnection 

point Introduction 

The new operational conditions resulting from the Commitments will increase the possibility for 

gas export from Romania to its neighbouring Member States, Hungary and Bulgaria. 

The pressure that Transgaz will ensure at each interconnection point will be in line with the 

pressure agreed in the Interconnection Agreements ("IA") concluded by Transgaz with each 

respective TSO. The minimum capacity and pressure available at each interconnection point 

between Romania and other Member States is set out in the table below: 

Summary of the minimum capacity and pressure available at each EU Interconnection Point 

between Romania and other Member States 

MINIMUM EXIT CAPACITY FROM ROMANIA (IP) AND MINIMUM EXIT PRESSURE   

 HUNGARY  

Csanadpalota 

0.75 bcm/y firm capacity from 1 May 2019. (7.327.083,33 MWh)  

40 barg 

BULGARIA  

Giurgiu 

1.5 bcm/y firm capacity from 1 July 2019. (14.654.166,67 MWh)  

30 barg 

Negru Vodă 1 

1.8 bcm/y firm capacity from 31 December 2019. (17.585.000,00 MWh) 

41 barg without gas from Ukraine in Tl; 

31.5 barg  with gas coming from Ukraine in Tl. 

A. Csanádpalota interconnection point 
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According to the IA signed between Transgaz and FGSZ on 2 December 2015, in case of a 

physical gas flow from Romania to Hungary, the pressure of the gas physically delivered by 

Transgaz to FGSZ at the Csanádpalota may not be lower than 20 barg and not higher than 

40 barg. 

On 1 May 2019, when the Jupa compressor station shall be built and the pipeline between 

Jupa and Bacia revamped, the exit pressure shall be 40 barg. 

B. Giurgiu/Ruse interconnection point 

According to the IA signed between Transgaz and Bulgartransgaz on 3 January 2017, in case 

of a physical gas flow from Romania to Bulgaria, the exit pressure for the gas delivered by 

Transgaz to Bulgartransgaz at GMS Giurgiu shall be at a minimum 30 barg and a maximum 

of 32 barg. 

On 1 July 2019, after the commissioning of the gas compressor station at Podişor, the exit 

pressure will be 30 barg. 

C. Negru Vodă 1/Kardam interconnection point 

According to the IA signed between Transgaz and Bulgartransgaz in May 2016 (entered into 

force on 1 October 2016), in case of a physical gas flow from Romania to Bulgaria, the exit 

pressure of the gas physically delivered by Transgaz to Bulgartransgaz at GMS Negru Vodă 

1/ Kardam may not be lower than 31.5 barg and not higher than 45 barg. 

On 31 December 2019, after the link between NTSAl will be commissioned and all other 

relevant works will be completed, the exit pressure at Negru Vodă 1/Kardam will depend on 

the existence of gas coming from Ukraine in Tl: 

if there is no gas coming from Ukraine in Tl, the exit pressure at Negru Vodă 1/Kardam is 

41 barg; 

Sources: Interfax, EU 
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Russia 

 

Gas Export 

Russian gas exports could be exposed to risks because of future uncertainties over transit 

through Ukraine and the planned Nord Stream 2 pipeline, the Central Bank of Russia (CBR) 

warned in its most recent monetary policy report. 

Russian gas exports were up by 10% in the second quarter of 2018, with the growth driven 

“completely thanks to Europe amid an increase in consumption and decrease of production in 

the EU in January-May 2018”, the CBR said. 

…………… 

The Russian Energy Ministry expects gas exports from Russia to Europe to hit record levels in 

2018, Energy Minister Alexander Novak said at the Russian Energy Week event in Moscow on 

Wednesday. 

“Russian gas exports are increasing 6-7% per year. This year we will achieve new records for 

supplies to Europe,” he said. 

Talking at the same event, Gazprom Deputy Chief Executive Alexander Medvedev said 

Europe may need 100 billion cubic metres per year of extra gas by 2030 because of falling 

production. 

Source: Interfax 
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Turkey 

 

Gas Price 

Turkish state-run pipeline operator Botaş has raised natural gas prices by 9 percent for 

residential users and 18.5 percent for industrial users, energy sector sources said on Oct. 1. 

This was the third hike in natural gas prices in as many months. 

Botaş had increased gas price 9 percent for houses and 14 percent for industries on Sept. 1. 

On the same day, the country’s energy regulator raised electricity prices by 14 percent for 

industrial use and 9 percent for residential use. 

On Aug. 1, Botaş decided to increase the price of natural gas used for electricity production by 

50 percent. This was one day after it raised natural gas prices for residential use by 9 percent, 

effective from Aug. 1. 

Almost a third of Turkey’s total 293 billion megawatt power production came from natural gas 

power plants in 2017. 

……………. 

Effective October 1, 2018, Boru Hatalari ile Petrol Tasima Anonim Sirketi (“BOTAS”), who own 

and operate Turkey’s crude oil and natural gas pipeline grid, announced a further increase in 

Turkey’s natural gas reference price by 18.5%, as denominated in Turkish Lira. At current 

exchange rates, the new reference price is approximately C$8.15/mcf. This is the fifth increase 

in Turkish gas prices this year reflecting both an increase in regional gas prices and offsetting 

the decline in the Turkish Lira.  

Source: Hurriyet Daily News, Valeura Energy 

 

Upstream Activities 

Offshore driller Rowan Companies has been awarded a two-well contract for its Rowan 

Norway jack-up rig in the Mediterranean Sea by Turkish Petroleum.  

The Rowan Norway is currently warm-stacked in the United Kingdom sector of the North Sea. 

It is an N-Class ultra-harsh environment jack-up rig. 

Rowan said on Monday that the rig has been awarded a two-well contract with an estimated 

duration 100-140 days. 

The contract is expected to start in late 2018. 
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Source: Interfax 

 

Star refinery 

The State Oil Company of Azerbaijan Republic's (SOCAR) Turkey Aegean Refinery (STAR), 

expected to reduce Turkey's annual foreign trade deficit by at least $1.5 billion on its own as 

the largest private sector investment in a single point, is poised to open after a seven-year 

construction process. 

The refinery, which has a significant share of SOCAR's investments in Turkey, will open at a 

ceremony on Oct. 19 with President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and his Azeri counterpart İlham 

Aliyev expected to be in attendance.  

The refinery, which started construction in 2011 near the campus of one of Turkey's top-

ranking industrial enterprises and the country's leading petrochemical company PETKİM in the 

Aliağa district of İzmir, is the same size as an organized industrial zone with three piers and 20 

production facilities spread over 2,860 acres. 

With the capacity to process 10 million tons of crude oil per year, the facility was built on three 

terraces due to the challenging geographical structure. During construction, 17 million cubic 

meters of earth were removed, and 250,000 tons of steel, enough to construct 20 Eifel towers, 

400,000 cubic meters of concrete, enough to establish a small town, and enough cable to 

circumnavigate Turkey four times were used.  

Construction of the STAR Refinery also witnessed the transfer of the largest cargo handled in 

Turkey, as a one-piece reactor weighing 1,200 tons was brought to the facility and installed 

and commissioned in two months with a 2,000-ton lifting crane. 

As the first refinery petrochemical integration in Turkey, the facility cost nearly $6.3 billion. 

While the average daily number of workers in the construction of the plant was 10,000, this 

number increased to 19,500 in November last year. Once the facility opens, 1,100 people will 

be directly employed at the refinery. 

Mesult İlter, general manager of STAR Refinery, a subsidiary of SOCAR Turkey, was quoted 

by Anadolu Agency (AA), saying that President Erdoğan and Azeri President Aliyev are 

expected to attend the inauguration ceremony scheduled for Oct. 19. The facility is considered 

to be part and parcel of SOCAR's $19.5 billion investment in Turkey.  

According to İlter, the testing production process at the facility, which will reach a production 

capacity of 10 million tons in January, continues. PETKİM will meet the need for leading raw 

materials, such as naphtha, reformat and mix xylene.  

As to the facility's other capacities, İlter said that STAR Refinery, in addition to petrochemical 

raw material, will contribute significantly to the economy with products such as diesel, jet fuel 

and LPG that are of strategic importance for the country. Indicating that diesel consumption in 

Turkey is rising by 7-8 percent every year, he said: "Last year, 10.5 million tons of diesel were 

produced, while consumption was about 24 million tons. This 13 million ton gap was covered 

by imports; we imported 56 percent of the diesel we consumed last year. The refinery will 
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reduce the import rate to less than 40 percent with its production capacity of 5 million tons of 

diesel." According to İlter, jet fuel consumption is expected to increase with the Istanbul New 

Airport and growth in the tourism sector. STAR Refinery will be able to meet all of Turkey's 

need for jet fuel with its production capacity of 1.6 million tons.Recalling that Turkey's annual 

LPG consumption is 3.7 million tons, he noted that 80 percent of it is imported. Due to STAR, 

the import rate will drop to 70 percent. In addition, annually the plant can produce 700,000 

tons of coke, a by-product of oil, and will reduce import need in the cement industry. "When 

we put all this together, we calculate that there will be an annual decrease of about $1.5 billion 

in the foreign trade deficit with the introduction of the STAR Refinery. This is the minimum 

figure, and I think it will increase in line with oil prices," İlter added. 

Emphasizing that the refinery will generate $6-8 billion in trade volume every year, depending 

on oil prices, İlter pointed out that it is the first refinery petrochemical integration in Turkey and 

the most modern plant in Europe. Noting that crude oil will be directly converted into high 

value-added products without producing black products at the facility, he said that it is one of 

three refineries in Europe with this property. The refinery, the largest investment by the private 

sector in Turkey in a single project, indicates the importance Azerbaijan attaches to 

brotherhood with Turkey and sends an important message conveyed in this regard 

Source: dailysabah.com 

 

Valeura 

Valeura Energy Inc. is pleased to announce the start of deep appraisal drilling on its Basin 

Centered Gas Accumulation (“BCGA”) play in Turkey and a further increase in the reference 

price for natural gas in Turkey.  

The Inanli-1 appraisal well was spudded on October 8, 2018, using the KCA Deutag T-700 

drilling rig. The well has been designed to drill to a depth of 5,000 metres and is intended to 

test the vertical extent of the BCGA at a location approximately 6 km to the north-east of the 

discovery well location. In addition, the drilling program includes an extensive data-gathering 

plan including logging, coring, and flow testing. Drilling operations are expected to take 

approximately 80 days, after which, the well will be fracture stimulated to test select intervals.  

“This is an exciting step for Valeura,” commented Sean Guest, President and CEO, “We have 

learned a great deal from the Yamalik-1 discovery well, but it had to stop drilling while still in a 

gas column due to high pressures. We are eager to test the full vertical and lateral extent of 

the BCGA through appraisal drilling.”  

Valeura is the operator of the well, but costs are being carried by the Company’s joint venture 

partner Statoil Banarli Turkey B.V. (“Equinor”) as a condition of their farm-in agreement. 

Following Inanli-1, Valeura intends to drill two additional appraisal wells, on a back-to-back 

basis, with both companies paying their respective working interest share of the costs.  

Source: Valeura Energy 
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Ukraine 

 

Ukraine-EU-Russia Gas Talks 

Three-way talks between Kiev, Brussels and Moscow on the transit of gas through Ukraine 

after 2019 have concluded at the expert level, but further talks are now expected at a 

ministerial level, Yuriy Vitrenko, the chief operating officer of Naftogaz Ukrainy, said in a post 

on the company’s Facebook page on Wednesday. 

“The three-party consultations at the expert level have been completed. They discussed 

European laws that must be applied to gas transit and to various supply and demand 

scenarios 

Source: Interfax 

 

Gas Transit 

Gas transit through Ukraine’s transmission system fell by around 7% year on year in January-

September 2018, to 65.4 billion cubic metres, Interfax reported on Wednesday quoting 

operational data provided by transmission system operator Ukrtransgaz. 

Gas transit to Europe amounted to 63.4 bcm during the nine-month period, a 7.5% fall year on 

year. 

Meanwhile 2.0 bcm transited Ukraine to Moldova, up by 11.1% according to Interfax 

calculations. 

Gas transit declined by 13.9% year on year in September, to 7.2 bcm. 

Source: Interfax 

 

Gas Supply 

Naftogaz Ukrainy has created three gas supply subsidiaries, Interfax reported company Chief 

Commercial Officer Yuriy Vitrenko as saying. 

Vitrenko said the move was intended to circumvent regional gas distribution companies, most 

of which belong to Ukrainian businessman Dmytro Firtash. 

Gas Supply Company (GSC) Naftogaz of Ukraine will supply gas to households, GSC 

Naftogaz Heat will deliver gas to local heat suppliers, and GSC Naftogaz Trading will deliver it 

to commercial customers. 

“Our goal is to ensure full transparency in these segments,” Vitrenko said. 
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Source: Interfax 

 

Gas Market Law 

Ukraine moved forward with its energy reforms last week as the country’s parliament, the 

Verkhovna Rada, passed a new gas market bill aimed at bringing its regulations in line with 

the EU’s Third Energy Package. 

Bill number 2250, which the Verkhovna Rada adopted after a second reading, requires all 

regional gas companies and operators to pay for the use of state distribution networks. 

Source: Interfax 

 

Upstream Activities 

Ukraine’s Naftogaz is in talks in London with a number of big oil and gas firms to help it 

develop the country’s existing and yet-to-be-tapped gas fields, the company’s chief executive 

has told Reuters.  

Ukraine is looking to increase domestic production so it can lessen its energy dependence on 

hostile neighbor Russia, the cost of which is straining Kiev’s limited finances.  

Ukraine used to produce around 70 billion cubic meters (bcm) of gas a year when it was part 

of the Soviet Union but now draws out only around 20 bcm.  

“One of the reasons why I am currently in London is that I am negotiating with big international 

oil and gas companies potential partnership agreements to develop gas fields in Ukraine,” 

Chief Executive Andriy Kobolev said in an interview.  

Kobolev believes the potential to recover some of the production lost over the last 50 years is 

sizable if it can revive existing gas fields and tap new shale and offshore areas.  

“We have done lots of studies, we have lots of geological materials, we have lots of 

experience producing from those fields and we see huge potential,” he said.  

“By the end of the year we will sign at least one partnership ... and I believe if we have one 

partner this year, I would expect we could sign partnership agreements with at least two big 

names next year.”  

Source: Reuters 
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Pipelines and Supply Options 

Cyprus-Egypt Gas Pipeline 

Cyprus has signed an intergovernmental agreement with Egypt for the construction of a 

subsea natural gas pipeline which will carry gas from Cyprus’ Aphrodite offshore field to Egypt 

and then to the EU. 

The agreement was signed by the Cypriot Minister of Energy Yiorgos Lakkotrypis and Egypt’s 

Minister of Petroleum and Mineral Resources Tarek El Molla. 

The signing ceremony was also attended by the Head of the International Relations and 

Enlargement Unit of the Directorate-General for Energy of the European Commission Anne-

Charlotte Bournoville and the representatives of Noble Energy, Shell, and Delek, the 

consortium behind the Aphrodite natural gas field. 

Aphrodite is a gas discovery made by Noble energy offshore Cyprus in 2011. The field, 

located approximately 170 kilometers south of Limassol, was declared commercial in 2015, 

however, it has yet to be developed. 

Source: Offshore energy today 

 

Israel-Egypt Gas Pipeline 

Companies operating in both Israel and Egypt will buy a 39 percent stake in the EMG pipeline 

to enable a landmark $15 billion natural gas export deal to begin next year, the partners said 

on Thursday. 

The $518 million purchase by Israel’s Delek Drilling Texas-based Noble Energy and the 

Egyptian East Gas Co will enable the supply of 64 billion cubic meters of gas over 10 years 

from Israel’s offshore Tamar and Leviathan fields to Egypt as part of the export deal signed in 

February. 

“The partnership intends to act to close the transaction and begin piping natural gas from 

Israel to Egypt as early as the beginning of 2019,” Delek said in a statement. 

Delek and Noble, which are partners in the Israeli gas fields, will each pay $185 million while 

the Egyptian East Gas Co will pay $148 million. 

This comes against the backdrop of Egypt’s efforts to liberalise its gas market and open it up 

to trading by private companies. 

 “The ministry welcomes this new step by the private companies responsible for the 

commercial project’s implementation,” Ministry of Petroleum spokesman Hamdi Abdelaziz said 

in a statement. 

The spokesman added that the ministry is ready to consider permit requests from the private 

sector to help Egypt become a regional hub for gas trading. 
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To buy into EMG, which owns a 90 km subsea pipeline between Ashkelon in Israel and El-

Arish in Egypt, the three partners formed a joint company called EMED. 

Egyptian East Gas also owns a pipeline between El-Arish and Aqaba, Jordan, which the 

EMED companies said could be used to transport additional gas supplies in the future. 

“This is a historic transaction, that renders Egypt a regional energy centre and positions it in 

line with significant global energy centers,” said Delek CEO Yossi Abu. 

The EMG pipeline originally carried gas supplies in the other direction, when Israel was buying 

gas from Egypt. That deal collapsed in 2012 after militants in Egypt’s Sinai Peninsula carried 

out repeated attacks on the pipeline and EMG sued the Egyptian government for damages. 

The pipeline again became an export option after the Tamar and Leviathan discoveries. Tamar 

began production in 2013 and Leviathan is due to come online in late 2019. 

Under the new deal, EMG agreed to end arbitration with Egypt and drop claims against Cairo, 

Delek said. 

At the start-up of the Leviathan field, Noble said it expects to sell at least 350 million cubic feet 

of natural gas per day to Egyptian customers. 

Other shareholders in EMG are Thai energy company PTT, state-owned Egyptian company 

EGPC and investment group MGPC. Egyptian East Gas holds a stake on its own. 

Delek and Noble have also signed deals to export gas to Jordan. 

Source: Reuters 

 

Turkish Stream 

The TurkStream natural gas pipeline project will supply natural gas from two pipelines as of 

Jan. 1, 2020, Russia's Energy Minister Alexander Novak said Tuesday. 

In an interview with Rossiya 24 TV channel, Novak said that negotiations are still ongoing over 

the route options for the second pipeline with all concerned countries in agreement on the 

project's route map. 

"We have different options. The first route is through Greece to Italy. And the second option is 

to stretch this pipeline to Serbia, Hungary and Austria through Bulgaria," he said, adding, "Our 

priority is to stretch the second pipeline through Bulgaria to Austria." 

He explained that with the project progressing on schedule, "the project may start to supply 

natural gas as of Jan. 1, 2020 with a capacity of 31.5 billion cubic meters (bcm) from two 

pipelines." 
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Alexey Miller, chairman of the management committee of the Russian energy company 

Gazprom, also said in a statement last week that the construction of the offshore part of the 

TurkStream project would be completed in two months. 

The TurkStream project is an export gas pipeline, which will not only span across the Black 

Sea from Russia to Turkey but will further extend to Turkey's borders with neighboring 

countries. 

TurkStream's first line will carry 15.75 bcm of natural gas to Turkey. The project will have a 

capacity of 31.5 bcm with the second line that will go to Europe. 

……………… 

Russia’s Energy Minister Alexander Novak said on Tuesday he had agreed with Italy’s Edison 

and Greece’s state-controlled gas company DEPA to continue work on a pipeline project to 

ship Russian natural gas into Europe.  

Speaking at an event in Milan, Novak also said that the Turkish Stream Project was on track 

for first commercial gas at the end of next year. 

Sources: Dailysabah.com, Ekathimerini 

 

Thessaloniki-Skopje Gas Pipeline Project 

The project concerning the natural gas pipeline plan to link Nea Mesimvria in Thessaloniki with 

Gevgelija, forming part of Greek gas grid operator DESFA’s 10-year program for the 

development of its transmission system was recently put for discussions – although Greek 

energy regulator RAE has not yet approved it. 

Source: Ekathimerini 

 

Thessaloniki-Skopje Oil Pipeline 

The resumption of operations of the oil and fuel pipeline linking the Hellenic Petroleum 

(HELPE) refinery in Thessaloniki with that of OKTA, HELPE’s subsidiary in Skopje was 

recently discussed. 

Source: Ekathimerini 

 

Krk LNG Terminal 

The deadline for submitting binding bids for use of capacity on a planned LNG terminal on the 

Croatian island of Krk has been extended to 20 December from the previous 28 September, 

state-owned developer LNG Croatia said on Thursday. 
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The company said it had worked with Croatia’s Plinacro and Hungarian transmission system 

operator FGSZ to set a new schedule for the open season procedure after prospective users 

asked for an extension to the deadline. 

……………. 

LNG Croatia LLC announces an invitation to interested Economic Operators to submit their 

bids in the Procurement of Engineering, procurement and construction of jetty with the 

auxiliary facilities and connecting high-pressure gas pipeline for the import LNG terminal. 

The deadline for submission of Bids is 5th of November 2018, until 2 p.m. 

Sources: Interfax, Lng.hr 

 

Eastring 

Slovakia’s proposed Eastring gas pipeline, aimed at reducing southeastern Europe’s reliance 

on Russian supplies, could be operational by 2025 and draw initial demand of 12 billion cubic 

metres (bcm) a year, according to a feasibility study. 

The $2.6 billion, two-way pipeline would link Europe’s main gas transmission corridor from 

Russia via Ukraine and Slovakia with the border of Southeastern Europe — the Black Sea or 

Turkey. 

If the project wins final approval, construction could start in 2022 with the pipeline becoming 

operational at the beginning of 2025, Rastislav Nukovic, general director of pipeline operator 

Eustream, said on Thursday after the company disclosed the study’s findings. 

“The positive outcomes of the feasibility study represent an important milestone in common 

project development and move us closer toward investment decisions,” Nukovic told reporters. 

The pipeline would ensure southern countries, almost exclusively dependent on Russian gas, 

would receive gas even if Russian supplies via Ukraine were disrupted. It would also allow for 

new sources of natural gas in Turkey and the Balkans to be transferred further into Europe. 

Hungarian, Romanian and Bulgarian gas companies would also be involved in the project, 

which would be eligible for EU funding. 

The feasibility study outlines a new route snaking 1,208 kilometres (751 miles) between Velke 

Zlievce at the Slovak-Hungarian border and Malkoclar at the Bulgarian-Turkish border, 

Eustream said. 

The pipeline would have an estimated initial capacity of about 15 billion to 20 billion cubic 

metres per year with a potential upgrade up to 40 bcm in the next phase, Eustream said. 

As a project that will benefit more than one European Union country, Eastring is entitled to 

accelerated planning decisions and EU funding 
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Source: Reuters 

 

Eugal 

The German onshore branch of the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline, known as Eugal, received a 

second permit for construction from the Saxony authorities on Thursday, gas transport 

company Gascade reported. 

The permit gives Gascade permission to start construction on the 54 km section in southern 

Saxony. 

Work is expected to begin next week. 

The first permit was received at the beginning of September. 

Source: Interfax 
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Companies 

 

Noble Energy 

Texas-based Noble Energy sold its 43.5 percent stake in Israel’s Tamar Petroleum after 

announcing last week that it would help finance a gas export deal with Egypt, the Israeli 

business daily The Marker reported on Wednesday.  

Noble’s sale of 40 million Tamar shares, at 15.50 shekels ($4.26) each, took place on the Tel 

Aviv Stock Exchange, The Marker said in the unsourced report. 

Source: Reuters 

 

OMV 

Romanian energy company OMV Petrom has agreed to transfer the licences of nine 

Romanian onshore oil and gas fields to Mazarine Energy Romania, a fully owned subsidiary of 

Mazarine Energy, OMV Petrom said in a note on Friday. 

“The takeover by Mazarine Energy creates the context to extend the lifecycle of these fields 

and to maintain the production activities in the field,” the statement said. 

The nine fields, located in the Moinesti Zemes region, have a total output of approximately 

1,000 barrels of oil equivalent per day. 

……………. 

The nine fields, located in the Moinesti Zemes region with a cumulated oil and gas production 

of approximately 1,000 boe/day are part of the second package of fields to be divested within 

the portfolio optimization program for Upstream. The fields represent less than 1% of OMV 

Petrom’s current production.  

The first round of portfolio optimization, which included 19 marginal fields, was finalized in 

August 2017 with the licenses being transferred to Mazarine Energy.  

……………. 

Austrian energy group OMV said it had agreed to buy Siberian gas assets from Gazprom 

instead of swapping them for some of its own assets, giving in to opposition from Norway to 

the initial plans. 

OMV and Gazprom have signed a “Basic Sale Agreement” which foresees a potential 

acquisition of a 24.98% interest in the Achimov IV and V phase development in the Urengoy 

gas and condensate field in Russia by OMV for a purchase price to be negotiated in good 

faith. 
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The new agreement replaces what was dubbed the “Basic Agreement” concluded between 

OMV and Gazprom on December 14, 2016 which provided for a potential asset swap of the 

above-mentioned interest in Russia against a 38.5% participation of Gazprom in OMV 

(NORGE) AS. 

OMV on Wednesday said the execution and implementation of the potential transaction was, 

amongst others, subject to agreement with Gazprom on the final transaction documents and 

regulatory and corporate approvals at a later stage. The signing of the final transaction 

documents is expected in the beginning of the year 2019. 

………………... 

OMV, the international, integrated oil and gas company based in Vienna, and Schlumberger, a 

leading provider of technology for reservoir characterization, drilling, production, and 

processing to the oil and gas industry, signed a Memorandum of Understanding. 

The parties agreed to evaluate collaboration models for digital solutions. The MoU for a future 

strategic partnership shall accelerate the deployment of the OMV digital roadmap by 

leveraging new digital technology available and currently developed by Schlumberger. Both 

parties would benefit from the collaboration on new mutual digital projects. 

OMV has defined an overall digital strategy and roadmap to support the company’s growth 

and the execution of the OMV Upstream strategy. 

Johann Pleininger, OMV Board Member Upstream and Deputy Chairman of the Executive 

Board: “The collaboration would lead us to a front-runner position in chosen areas and give 

OMV an early access to new digital technology.” 

Sources: Interfax, OMV Petrom, Offshoreenergytoday, Reuters, OMV 

 

Novatek 

Novatek will gradually move from oil-indexed pricing for its LNG to hub linkages, Interfax 

quoted Chief Financial Officer Mark Gyetvay as saying on Wednesday.  

Novatek’s planned transshipment terminal on Kamchatka will allow it to create an Asia Pacific-

focused price hub on free-on-board terms, Gyetvay said at the Gastech conference in 

Barcelona on Tuesday. 

“We think that in the final analysis we will drop the price tie to oil in favour of a sort of hybrid, a 

combination of reference prices. 

Source: Interfax 
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Shell 

Royal Dutch Shell Plc dropped plans to purchase a stake in KazMunayGas National Co. after 

a due diligence process that included discussions about the risk of corruption at the Kazakh 

state oil company, people with knowledge of the matter said. 

An investigation conducted on Shell’s behalf discussed the informal control one of Kazakh 

President Nursultan Nazarbayev’s sons-in-law exercises over the oil and gas producer, three 

people said, asking not to be identified as the issue is not public. U.S. law firm Debevoise & 

Plimpton LLP conducted the due diligence, one of them said. 

Shell had been considering buying a stake in KazMunayGas before a planned initial public 

offering. Instead, the Anglo-Dutch company has agreed to help KazMunayGas to improve its 

corporate governance, two of the people said. 

Shell, the world’s second-largest oil producer by market capitalization, already has a 

significant presence in Kazakhstan, working with KazMunayGas in the giant Kashagan and 

Karachaganak oil and gas fields. The Karachaganak partners agreed Oct. 1 on a $1.7 billion 

settlement to end a dispute with Kazakhstan over their contractual obligations. 

……………… 

Shell executive Maarten Wetselaar signed a framework agreement on Thursday on the joint 

design concept for the Baltic LNG project with Vitaly Markelov, deputy chairman of Gazprom’s 

marketing committee. 

The framework outlines the next phase of the project in the lead-up to the FEED stage, the 

Russian major said in a note. A joint feasibility study has been successfully completed, 

Gazprom added. 

Source: Rigzone, Interfaxenergy.com 
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